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Photo: Walkinshaw Engine Department.

Photo: KTM’s new training facility in Sydney using 
SP roller cabinets and workbenches.

Walkinshaw Racing

KTM-Husqvarna Australia

As a valued partner of Walkinshaw Racing, SP Tools provides SP Air and SP Hand Tools for use across a wide range of 
applications. In an environment where winning is everything, the culmination of many variables must be aligned in order to 
achieve the ultimate result – victory. 

Anthony McDonald, Team Manager, comments “The SP Air and Hand Tools that we use are fantastic. Be it in race conditions 
or back at the workshop, we are all impressed by their quality and reliability. And with the recent build of a complete new 
chassis, our engineers and mechanics were all hands-on with the SP gear – it’s great to have their support’’.   
Twenty full time engineers and mechanics, hundreds of man hours in design, fabrication and assembly, one tool supplier.  
SP – official Air and Hand Tool supplier and a major partner of Walkinshaw.

When it came to setting up the KTM-Husqvarna National Training Centre we wanted to represent our product as per the 
Motto “READY TO RACE” this means quality, reliability, performance and value. All words that also describe the SP Tools range 
of products. 

It was with this in mind that I worked my way through the SP Tools catalogue, setting out a workshop environment that was 
not only pleasing to the eye but effective and efficient to work in, it was also important that attending technicians could 
return to their workshops with ideas on how to improve their own workshop layout. 

SP not only had the range of tools covered, but also offer storage cabinets, roll cabs, and benches to build the entire 
workshop space. 

I highly recommend the SP Tools range of products. 
ROB TWYEROULD - MOTORSPORT & TECHNICAL SERVICE MANAGER
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